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Abstract 

Background The carbon metabolism pathway is of paramount importance for the growth and development 
of plants, exerting a pivotal regulatory role in stress responses. The exacerbation of drought impacts on the plant 
carbon cycle due to global warming necessitates comprehensive investigation into the response mechanisms of Mas-
son Pine (Pinus massoniana Lamb.), an exemplary pioneer drought-tolerant tree, thereby establishing a foundation 
for predicting future forest ecosystem responses to climate change.

Results The seedlings of Masson Pine were utilized as experimental materials in this study, and the transcriptome, 
metabolome, and photosynthesis were assessed under varying temperatures and drought intensities. The findings 
demonstrated that the impact of high temperature and drought on the photosynthetic rate and transpiration rate 
of Masson Pine seedlings was more pronounced compared to individual stressors. The analysis of transcriptome 
data revealed that the carbon metabolic pathways of Masson Pine seedlings were significantly influenced by high 
temperature and drought co-stress, with a particular impact on genes involved in starch and sucrose metabolism. 
The metabolome analysis revealed that only trehalose and Galactose 1-phosphate were specifically associated 
with the starch and sucrose metabolic pathways. Furthermore, the trehalose metabolic heat map was constructed 
by integrating metabolome and transcriptome data, revealing a significant increase in trehalose levels across all three 
comparison groups. Additionally, the PmTPS1, PmTPS5, and PmTPPD genes were identified as key regulatory genes 
governing trehalose accumulation.

Conclusions The combined effects of high temperature and drought on photosynthetic rate, transpiration rate, 
transcriptome, and metabolome were more pronounced than those induced by either high temperature or drought 
alone. Starch and sucrose metabolism emerged as the pivotal carbon metabolic pathways in response to high tem-
perature and drought stress in Masson pine. Trehalose along with PmTPS1, PmTPS5, and PmTPPD genes played crucial 
roles as metabolites and key regulators within the starch and sucrose metabolism.
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Background
Carbon metabolism is a crucial metabolic pathway for 
plant growth and development [1]. The processes encom-
pass photosynthetic carbon assimilation, sucrose and 
starch metabolism, as well as carbohydrate transport 
and utilization in plants [2]. Global warming exacerbates 
the impact of drought on plant carbon cycles. Therefore, 
comprehensively studying the mechanism of carbon 
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cycling in drought-tolerant plants can enhance predic-
tions regarding dynamic changes in terrestrial carbon 
budgets in the future [3]. However, the combined effect 
of high temperature and drought stress on plants sur-
passes that of individual stresses alone, posing a chal-
lenge to investigating plant carbon metabolism under 
stress conditions [4].

High temperatures and drought stress can lead to a 
decline in plant photosynthesis and productivity. Sugar, 
as the product of photosynthetic carbon assimilation, not 
only provides energy for plants but also plays a crucial 
role in regulating plant growth and development, meta-
bolic regulation, and stress resistance. Soluble sugars, 
starch, and other carbohydrate substances in plants act 
as stage buffers against stress [5]. It has been observed 
that photosynthesis is more sensitive to high tempera-
tures and drought compared to respiration [6]. To adapt 
to high-temperature environments, plants increase res-
piration which results in reduced carbon availability 
for plant growth [7]. When carbohydrates synthesized 
through light and carbon fixation fail to meet the cata-
bolic demands under high temperatures and drought 
conditions, plants redistribute limited carbohydrates 
within their bodies to enhance utilization efficiency 
ensuring growth and development under adverse cir-
cumstances. This redistribution involves obtaining addi-
tional sugars with osmoregulatory properties. However, 
with increasing severity and duration of high tempera-
ture and drought stress, soluble sugar levels significantly 
decrease within plants [8], ultimately leading to carbon 
starvation jeopardizing plant survival [9]. Although pro-
gress has been made regarding the effects of high tem-
perature and drought on plant carbon metabolism [10], 
the response mechanism of carbon metabolism towards 
combined stresses of high temperature and drought 
remains unclear. Therefore, gaining further insights into 
core metabolites involved in the carbon metabolism of 
the drought-resistant pioneer Masson Pine responding 
to high temperature and drought is crucial for predicting 
forest ecosystem responses towards climate change.

Masson pine, as a native tree in China and a pioneer 
representative of drought-resistant plants [11], has been 
the focus of current studies on carbon metabolism under 
stress. However, these studies mainly concentrate on 
photosynthetic carbon fixation or sucrose and starch 
metabolism [12], without analyzing the comprehensive 
response mechanism of high temperature and drought 
throughout the entire cycle of carbon metabolism. It has 
been observed that drought significantly reduces photo-
synthesis, stomatal conductance, and soluble sugar con-
tent in plants, while high temperature exacerbates this 
effect by causing a rapid decline in photosynthesis and 
soluble sugar levels [13]. Moreover, investigations into 

sucrose and starch metabolism have revealed that high-
temperature treatment can increase the sucrose content 
in plants [14]. Under conditions of drought or high-
temperature drought, both sucrose and starch contents 
decrease significantly, indicating that drought activates 
plant’s ability to degrade sucrose [15]. The influence of 
high temperature and drought on plant starch remains 
controversial. Some studies suggest that certain enzymes 
involved in starch biosynthesis become inactive at high 
temperatures, inhibiting the conversion of sucrose into 
starch which leads to decreased starch content. On the 
other hand, other research proposes that early cessation 
of starch accumulation rather than inhibition of enzymes 
related to its biosynthesis is primarily responsible for 
reduced starch content at elevated temperatures [16]. 
Therefore, high temperatures and drought inhibit photo-
synthetic carbon fixation, sucrose and starch content in 
plants. In addition, trehalose act as a major osmoprotect-
ant to protect proteins and cell membranes during the 
dehydration of Selaginella selaginella [17] and Selaginella 
lepidophylla [18], resulting in almost complete dehy-
dration of these plants and a return to full viability after 
rehydration. As a pioneer tree with strong drought toler-
ance, does trehalose of Masson Pine also play an impor-
tant role under the cross-stress of high temperature and 
drought? Therefore, digging into the response mecha-
nism of carbon metabolism of Masson pine to high tem-
perature and drought lays a foundation for understanding 
the resistance mechanism of pinaceae plants.

Result
Effects of high temperature and drought 
on photosynthesis in Masson Pine seedlings
The photosynthetic rate of Masson Pine seedlings 
exhibited similar changes at 25℃, 30℃, and 35℃ after 
being subjected to a 10-day stress period. With increas-
ing drought severity, the photosynthetic rate gradually 
decreased. Under equivalent levels of drought stress, the 
photosynthetic rate of Masson Pine seedlings displayed 
a decreasing trend with rising temperatures. Compared 
to the control group under non-drought conditions & 
high temperature (35℃), the photosynthetic rate of Mas-
son Pine seedlings decreased by 37.4%. Similarly, under 
severe drought at 25℃, the photosynthetic rate of Mas-
son Pine seedlings decreased by 60.3% compared to the 
control group. When exposed to combined stresses of 
high temperature and drought (35℃ & SD), the pho-
tosynthetic rate of Masson Pine seedlings reduced by 
83.6% compared to CK at 25℃ (Fig.  1A). The changing 
trend of the photosynthetic rate of Masson Pine seedlings 
remained consistent with that observed after 10  days, 
even under a prolonged stress period of 20  days. The 
photosynthetic rate of Masson Pine seedlings showed 
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Fig. 1 Effects of high temperature and drought on the photosynthetic rate of Masson pine seedlings.The changes in photosynthetic rate after 10, 
20, and 30 days of high temperature and drought stress are represented by Figure. A, B, C respectively. (* corresponds to the significance level 
of 5%, and ** corresponds to the significance level of 1%, CK: 75%-80% FC (field capacity), LD: 55%-60% FC, MD: 40%-45% FC, SD: 30%-35% FC)
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similar changes at 25℃, 30℃ and 35℃. With the increase 
of drought, the photosynthetic rate decreased gradu-
ally. It was found that the photosynthetic rate of Masson 
pine seedlings decreased by 18.4% compared with 25℃ 
CK at non-drought and 35℃, while the photosynthetic 
rate of Masson pine seedlings decreased by 71.0% under 
severe drought at 25℃ compared with 25℃ CK. Under 
the interaction stress of high temperature and drought 
(35℃ & SD), the photosynthetic rate of Masson Pine 
seedlings decreased by 85.0% compared with 25℃ CK 
(Fig. 1B). Under 30 days of stress, the photosynthetic rate 
of Masson pine seedlings decreased by 19.2% compared 
with 25℃ CK at no drought and 35℃ high temperature, 
while the photosynthetic rate of Masson pine seedlings 
decreased by 75.8% under severe drought at 25℃ com-
pared with 25℃ CK. Under the interaction stress of high 
temperature and drought (35℃ & SD), the photosyn-
thetic rate of Masson Pine seedlings decreased by 98.1% 
(Fig. 1C).

Effects of high temperature and drought on transpiration 
of Masson Pine seedlings
The transpiration rate of Masson Pine seedlings exhib-
ited similar changes at 25℃, 30℃, and 35℃ after being 
subjected to a 10-day stress period. As drought intensity 
increased, there was a gradual decrease in the transpira-
tion rate. The transpiration rate of Masson Pine seedlings 
exhibited a gradual increase with rising temperatures 
under equivalent drought conditions. The transpiration 
rate of Masson’s pine seedlings was found to increase by 
59.5% compared to the control group (CK) at 25℃ under 
non-drought and 35℃ conditions, while it decreased by 
84.1% under severe drought at 25℃. Under the interac-
tion stress of high temperature and drought (35℃ & SD), 
the transpiration rate of Masson Pine seedlings decreased 
by 59.6% compared with CK at 25℃ (Fig. 2A). Under the 
condition of 20 days of stress, the changing trend of the 
transpiration rate of Masson Pine seedlings was con-
sistent with that of 10  days. The transpiration rates of 
Masson pine seedlings at 25℃, 30℃, and 35℃ exhibited 
similar patterns, gradually decreasing with increasing 
drought severity. Compared to CK at both 25℃ and 35℃, 
the transpiration rate of Masson pine seedlings increased 
by 47.4%, while it decreased by 89.9% under severe 
drought conditions at only 25  °C. Under the combined 
stress of high temperature and drought (35 °C & SD), the 
photosynthetic rate of Masson Pine seedlings decreased 
by 67.5% (Fig.  2B). Under the condition of stress for 
30 days, the transpiration rate of Masson pine seedlings 
showed a gradual decline with the gradual increase of 
temperature under control and light drought, while the 
changing trend was opposite under moderate and severe 
drought, and the transpiration rate showed a gradual 

decline trend, and reached the minimum value under 
35℃ severe drought (Fig. 2C).

Transcriptome determination of Masson pine under high 
temperature and drought
The leaves of Masson pine were subjected to different 
treatments, and their transcriptome data were sequenced 
using Illumina high-throughput sequencing technology. 
After sequencing all samples, a comprehensive statisti-
cal analysis was conducted on the acquired data, encom-
passing calculations of Q30 and fuzzy base percentage, as 
well as percentages for Q20 and Q30 values. The statistical 
results can be found in Table S1 (Additional File 1). The fil-
tered data can be obtained by utilizing cutadapt to elimi-
nate the 3’ end-band joints sequence and discarding reads 
with an average mass fraction below Q20, as illustrated in 
Table S2 (Additional File 1). The base mass of each location 
was determined using the distribution map of single base 
masses from the sequencing data. Analysis revealed that 
most sequences had a base mass above 20, indicating high 
sequencing quality in Fig. S1 (Additional File 1). The fur-
ther analysis of the distribution of average quality in reads 
revealed a larger peak value and narrower peak width, 
indicating an overall high quality. The Fig. S2 presents the 
results of average quality distribution for selected reads 
(Additional File 1). The generated raw reads amounted 
to 46,602,818, out of which 43,923,726 clean reads were 
obtained after eliminating low-quality reads. The samples 
exhibited a clean rate of approximately 94.25%, with Q20 
and Q30 values reaching 98.22% and 94.68%, respectively 
(Table  1). These sequencing results are deemed reliable 
and the data can be utilized for subsequent analysis.

The results were compared against the reference genome
The reference genome index was established using Bow-
tie2, followed by the comparison of filtered Reads with 
the Loblolly pine reference genome using Tophat2. The 
comparison efficiency ranged from 75.69%—76.86% 
(Table 2), indicating the reliability of the sequencing data 
for subsequent analysis.

Screening of common differentially expressed genes 
under three treatments
In 18 Masson pine samples, the majority of gene expres-
sion levels ranged from 0.0 to 1.0 (Fig. 3A). Differential 
gene analysis was conducted using a screening criteria 
of Padj < 0.1 and |  log2FC |≥ 1. A total of 3014 differen-
tially expressed genes were identified in the T25CK vs 
T25Z group, with 957 up-regulated and 2057 down-
regulated genes detected (Additional File 2: Table  S3). 
Similarly, in the T30CK vs T30Z group, a total of 4639 
differentially expressed genes were found, including 
1909 up-regulated and 2730 down-regulated genes 
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Fig. 2 Effects of high temperature and drought on the transpiration rate of Masson pine seedlings. The changes in transpiration rate after 10, 20, 
and 30 days of high temperature and drought stress are represented by Figure. A, B, C  respectively. (* corresponds to the significance level of 5%, 
and ** corresponds to the significance level of 1%, CK: 75%-80% FC (field capacity), LD: 55%-60% FC, MD: 40%-45% FC, SD: 30%-35% FC)
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(Additional File 3: Table S4). Furthermore, in the T35CK 
vs T35Z group, a total of 6632 differentially expressed 
genes were identified with an up-regulation count of 
2781 and down-regulation count of 3851 (Additional 
File 4: Table S5) (Fig. 3B). By employing Venn diagrams 
for all three treatment groups’ data comparison, a set of 
1205 differentially expressed genes were discovered as 
co-expressed among them. (Fig. 3C).

KEGG enrichment analysis of differentially expressed 
genes under different treatments
The differentially expressed genes treated with T25CK vs 
T25Z, T30CK vs T30Z, and T35CK vs T35Z were sub-
jected to KEGG enrichment analysis. Among the 3014 
differentially expressed genes treated with T25CK vs 
T25Z, a total of 1106 genes were enriched. Among these, 
335 genes were up-regulated while 700 genes were down-
regulated. Among the 4639 differentially expressed genes 
treated with T30CK vs T30Z, a total of 1988 genes were 
found to be significantly enriched. Specifically, there were 
792 up-regulated genes and 1039 down-regulated genes. 
Among the 6631 differentially expressed genes treated 
with T35CK vs T35Z, 2788 differentially expressed genes 
were enriched, of which 1218 were up-regulated and 

1295 were down-regulated. KEGG enrichment analy-
sis of transcriptome data from three different tempera-
ture and severe drought treatments for 30  days showed 
that 127, 134 and 137 metabolic pathways were enriched 
under T25CK vs T25Z, T30CK vs T30Z and T35CK vs 
T35Z, respectively (Additional File 5: Table  S6, S7, S8). 
The enrichment analysis comparing T25CK and T25Z 
revealed a total of 13 carbon metabolic pathways. Among 
these, five pathways were found to be enriched with 
significant differences (P-value < 0.5): glycolysis/gluco-
neogenesis, galactose metabolism, starch and sucrose 
metabolism, pyruvate metabolism, and inositol phos-
phate metabolism. Starch and sucrose metabolism were 
enriched to a maximum of 53 differentially expressed 
genes (Fig. 4A)(Additional File 6: Table S9). The enrich-
ment analysis comparing T30CK and T30Z revealed 
a total of 13 carbon metabolic pathways. Among these, 
six pathways were found to be enriched with signifi-
cant differences (P-value < 0.5): glycolysis/gluconeogen-
esis, pyruvate metabolism, glyoxylate and dicarboxylate 
metabolism, pentose phosphate pathway, citrate cycle 
(TCA cycle) and ascorbate and aldarate metabolism. 
Starch and sucrose metabolism were enriched to a 
maximum of 68 differentially expressed genes (Fig.  4B) 
(Additional File 7: Table  S10). The enrichment analysis 
comparing T35CK and T35Z revealed a total of 13 car-
bon metabolic pathways. Among these, ten pathways 
were found to be enriched with significant differences 
(P-value < 0.5): glyoxylate and dicarboxylate metabo-
lism, starch and sucrose metabolism, citrate cycle (TCA 
cycle), pentose phosphate pathway, glycolysis/gluconeog 
enesis, fructose and mannose metabolism, propanoate 
metabolism, pyruvate metabolism, inositol phosphate 
metabolism and butanoate metabolism. Starch and 
sucrose metabolism were enriched to a maximum of 84 
differentially expressed genes (Fig, 4C) (Additional File 8: 
Table S11).

Therefore, it is evident that the number of differentially 
expressed genes, carbon metabolic pathways enriched 
by these genes, and significantly enriched carbon meta-
bolic pathways exhibit a gradual increase in response to 
escalating combined stress from high temperature and 
drought. The starch and sucrose metabolism exhibited 
the highest enrichment of differential metabolic genes 
among the three treatments, particularly evident in 
the T25CK vs T25Z and T35CK vs T35Z comparisons. 
Therefore, the starch and sucrose metabolism pathway 
emerges as the pivotal metabolic response of Masson 
pine seedlings to high temperature and drought stress.

The further analysis of differentially enriched meta-
bolic genes involved in starch and sucrose metabolism 
across the three treatments revealed a total of 27 co-
enriched genes, among which 9 were up-regulated and 15 

Table 1 Quantity of transcriptome (Raw Reads: the overall 
count of original reads. Clean Reads: the number of high-quality 
sequence reads. Q20(%): the percentage of bases with a base 
recognition accuracy exceeding 99%. Q30(%): the percentage 
of bases with a base recognition accuracy exceeding 99.9%, The 
values 25, 30, and 35 correspond to temperatures of 25 ℃, 30 ℃, 
and 35 ℃ respectively, CK: 75%-80% FC, Z: 30%-35% FC)

Sample Raw Reads Clean 
Reads

Q20 (%) Q30 (%) Clean Reads 
%

T25CK1 40,651,082 38,348,600 98.1 94.38 94.33

T25CK2 40,160,896 37,924,222 98.16 94.45 94.43

T25CK3 38,639,068 36,433,556 98.12 94.43 94.29

T25Z1 36,949,042 34,832,706 98.12 94.45 94.27

T25Z2 46,602,818 43,923,726 98.22 94.68 94.25

T25Z3 42,352,046 39,865,744 98.3 94.9 94.12

T30CK1 39,152,846 36,920,674 98.23 94.67 94.29

T30CK2 39,230,734 37,041,144 98 94.12 94.41

T30CK3 40,692,646 38,429,136 98.08 94.31 94.43

T30Z1 45,105,096 42,492,918 98.26 94.73 94.2

T30Z2 45,225,782 42,609,752 97.85 93.77 94.21

T30Z3 45,419,054 42,799,492 98.16 94.52 94.23

T35CK1 39,756,730 37,510,860 98.07 94.32 94.35

T35CK2 44,912,260 42,351,116 97.98 94.07 94.29

T35CK3 44,009,176 41,485,354 97.97 94.07 94.26

T35Z1 42,802,754 40,300,800 98.13 94.44 94.15

T35Z2 41,423,928 38,982,238 98.2 94.63 94.1

T35Z3 43,440,540 40,852,800 98.2 94.62 94.04
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were down-regulated simultaneously (Additional File 9: 
Table S12). The GO analysis of 27 common differentially 
expressed genes revealed that these genes were signifi-
cantly enriched in the cellular component (GO:0005575), 
biological process (GO:0008150) and metabolic rate 
process (GO:0008152), catalytic activity (GO:0003824). 
The analysis revealed enrichment of 26 differentially 
expressed genes in the cellular component GO:0005623 
(Fig. 5).

Common differential metabolite mining under differ-
ent treatments.

Through the analysis of metabolome data from three 
different temperatures and severe drought treatment 
for 30 days, a total of 652 (Additional File 10: Table S13) 
distinct metabolites were identified using the OPLS-DA 
model (VIP > 1.0 and P value < 0.05). The principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA) model effectively captured the 
sample variations, with PC1 and PC2 accounting for con-
tribution rates of 20.3% and 11%, respectively (Fig.  6A). 
The samples exhibited consistent distribution patterns in 
distinct areas, indicating significant metabolic differences 
in Masson pine seedlings under hierarchical high tem-
perature and drought conditions. A Venn diagram anal-
ysis revealed that there were 192 common differentially 
abundant metabolites across all three groups (Fig. 6B).

KEGG enrichment analysis of common differential 
metabolites
KEGG enrichment analysis was conducted on 192 
(Additional File 11: Table  S14) common differen-
tial metabolites obtained from three different treat-
ments (Additional File 12: Table S15; Additional File 13: 
Table  S16; Additional File 14: Table  S17) (Fig.  7A). A 
total of 192 common differentially enriched metabolites 
were identified across 68 metabolic pathways (Addi-
tional File 15: Table S18). Among them, 6 carbon meta-
bolic pathways were found to be enriched, including the 
pentose phosphate pathway, pentose and glucuronate 
interconversions, carbon fixation in photosynthetic 
organisms, starch and sucrose metabolism, galactose 
metabolism, and glycolysis/gluconeogenesis (Additional 
File 16: Table  S19). Analysis of the network diagram 
revealed interactions between these metabolic path-
ways with overlapping enrichment of certain metabolites 
(Fig. 7B).

Based on the transcriptome data, it has been iden-
tified that starch and sucrose metabolism play a piv-
otal role in the response of Masson Pine seedlings to 
the combined stress of high temperature and drought. 
Further analysis of metabolites enriched by starch 
and sucrose metabolism in the metabolome reveals 

Table 2 The statistics of RNASeq mapping. (Clean Reads: the total number of sequences used for alignment. Total_Mapped: compare 
the total number of sequences in the reference genome, the percentage represents the ratio of total mapped to clean reads. Multiple_
Mapped: compare the total number of sequences to multiple locations, the percentage represents multiple mapped/total mapped. 
Uniquely_Mapped: the total number of sequences aligned to only one position, percentages represents uniquely mapped/total 
mapped. The values 25, 30, and 35 correspond to temperatures of 25 ℃, 30 ℃, and 35 ℃ respectively, CK: 75%-80% FC, Z: 30%-35% FC)

Sample Clean_Reads Total_Mapped Multiple_Mapped Uniquely_Mapped

T25CK1 38,348,600 29,976,384 (78.17%) 3,895,388 (12.99%) 26,080,996 (87.01%)

T25CK2 37,924,222 29,726,811 (78.38%) 3,839,436 (12.92%) 25,887,375 (87.08%)

T25CK3 36,433,556 28,328,324 (77.75%) 3,675,909 (12.98%) 24,652,415 (87.02%)

T25Z1 34,832,706 27,470,506 (78.86%) 3,497,848 (12.73%) 23,972,658 (87.27%)

T25Z2 43,923,726 34,416,797 (78.36%) 4,447,244 (12.92%) 29,969,553 (87.08%)

T25Z3 39,865,744 31,362,974 (78.67%) 3,944,800 (12.58%) 27,418,174 (87.42%)

T30CK1 36,920,674 28,845,654 (78.13%) 3,748,375 (12.99%) 25,097,279 (87.01%)

T30CK2 37,041,144 28,928,651 (78.10%) 3,749,472 (12.96%) 25,179,179 (87.04%)

T30CK3 38,429,136 29,851,865 (77.68%) 3,935,189 (13.18%) 25,916,676 (86.82%)

T30Z1 42,492,918 32,677,002 (76.90%) 4,098,846 (12.54%) 28,578,156 (87.46%)

T30Z2 42,609,752 32,250,497 (75.69%) 4,166,230 (12.92%) 28,084,267 (87.08%)

T30Z3 42,799,492 32,670,829 (76.33%) 4,230,763 (12.95%) 28,440,066 (87.05%)

T35CK1 37,510,860 28,752,738 (76.65%) 3,736,957 (13.00%) 25,015,781 (87.00%)

T35CK2 42,351,116 32,342,688 (76.37%) 4,174,159 (12.91%) 28,168,529 (87.09%)

T35CK3 41,485,354 31,715,253 (76.45%) 4,101,931 (12.93%) 27,613,322 (87.07%)

T35Z1 40,300,800 31,327,335 (77.73%) 4,374,634 (13.96%) 26,952,701 (86.04%)

T35Z2 38,982,238 30,043,717 (77.07%) 4,027,367 (13.41%) 26,016,350 (86.59%)

T35Z3 40,852,800 31,547,932 (77.22%) 4,704,806 (14.91%) 26,843,126 (85.09%)
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only two distinct metabolites accumulated: Galactose 
1-phosphate (C00103) and Trehalose (C01083).

Combined transcriptome and metabolome analysis 
of starch and sucrose metabolic
The differential metabolites and transcriptomic dif-
ferentially expressed genes of T25CK vs T25Z, 
T30CK vs T30Z, and T35CK vs T35Z were simul-
taneously mapped to the pathways of starch and 

sucrose metabolism for integrated analysis, aiming 
to elucidate the intricate relationship between genes 
and metabolites in these metabolic processes (Addi-
tional File 17: Table  S20). With T25CK vs T25Z, the 
elevated levels of trehalose and trehalose 6 phosphate 
were due to the up-regulated expression of PmTPS1 
and PmTPS5 genes. The significant increase in glucose 
1-phosphate may be attributed to the up-regulation 
of phosphoglucomutase [EC:5.4.2.2] and phosphate 

Fig. 3 Differentially expressed genes of Masson pine under different treatments (A: The distribution of FPKM (Fragments Per Kilo bases per Million 
fragments) density; B: The number of differentially expressed genes under different treatments; C: Venn diagram for three treatments, The values 25, 
30, and 35 correspond to temperatures of 25 ℃, 30 ℃, and 35 ℃ respectively, CK: 75%-80% FC, Z: 30%-35% FC)
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adenylyltransferase [EC:2.7.7.27] which is caused by 
the downregulation of the gene (Additional File 18: 
Fig. S3). The increase in trehalose content observed in 
the T30CK vs T30Z comparison can be attributed to 
the up-regulated expression of PmTPS5 and PmTPS1 
genes. However, there was no significant increase in 
trehalose 6-phosphate (Additional File 18: Fig. S4). The 
increase in trehalose content with T35CK vs T35Z was 
attributed to the upregulated expression of PmTPS5, 
PmTPS1, and PmTPPD genes (Additional File 18: Fig. 

S5). In summary, among the three treatments of T25CK 
vs T25Z, T30CK vs T30Z and T35CK vs T35Z, only 
trehalose exhibited an upward trend. Therefore, treha-
lose is the core metabolite of Masson pine seedlings in 
response to high temperature and drought. The differ-
entially expressed genes co-enriched under the three 
treatments included PmTPS5 and PmTPS1.

To further validate the correlation between genes and 
metabolites, a heat map of trehalose metabolism was 
constructed, revealing that only PmTPS5 and trehalose 

A

B

C

Fig. 4 Advanced KEGG classification histogram of carbon metabolism of Masson pine seedlings under three treatments. A: T25CK vs T25Z; 
B: T30CK vs T30Z; C: T35CK vs T35Z. Percent (%). The number of metabolites with significant differences annotated in this pathway accounted 
for the proportion of metabolites with significant differences annotated capitalize KEGG, CK: 75%-80% FC, Z: 30%-35% FC
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exhibited consistent changes among the common dif-
ferentially expressed genes across all three treatments 
(Fig. 8). Compared with T25CK vs T25Z, the gene PmT-
PPD was more enriched under T35CK vs T35Z treat-
ment, which aligns with the trend observed for trehalose. 
Therefore, the PmTPS1, PmTPS5 and PmTPPD genes 

serve as pivotal regulatory genes in Masson Pine seed-
lings’ response to high temperature and drought stress. 
The regulation primarily involves the upregulation of 
gene expression, resulting in increased trehalose synthase 
activity and the accumulation of a substantial amount of 
trehalose to enhance Masson pine’s resistance to high 
temperatures and drought.
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Fig. 6 PCA analysis (A) and differential metabolite Venn diagram (B) in Masson pine ( The values 25, 30, and 35 correspond to temperatures of 25 
℃, 30 ℃, and 35 ℃ respectively, CK: 75%-80% FC, Z: 30%-35% FC)
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A

B

Fig. 7 KEGG enrichment maps (A) and network maps (B) of 192 common differential metabolites, The X-axis represents the degree of enrichment 
for KEGG, while the Y-axis represents the enriched KEGG pathways. The color on the right indicates the Pvalue of the hypergeometric distribution 
test for KEGG enrichment, and the size of circles represents the number of substances that are enriched
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Analysis of qRT‒PCR expression of differentially expressed 
genes
To verify the reliability of transcriptome data, qRT-PCR 
was performed on the selected core regulatory genes 
PmTPS1, PmTPS5 and PmTPPD. As shown in Fig.  9, 
the expression trends of the three genes were generally 

Fig. 8 Metabolic pathway map of differentially expressed genes and Trehalose, the heat map illustrates the alteration in the disparity ratio of gene, 
trehalose across three temperature treatments, CK: 75%-80% FC, Z: 30%-35% FC. The values 25, 30, and 35 correspond to temperatures of 25 ℃, 30 
℃, and 35 ℃ respectively

Fig. 9 qRT-PCR map of core genes, The relative expression levels were employed for qRT-PCR analysis, while FPKM values were utilized 
for transcriptomics investigation, CK: 75%-80% FC, Z: 30%-35% FC. The values 25, 30, and 35 correspond to temperatures of 25 ℃, 30 ℃, and 35 ℃ 
respectively

consistent with the results of the transcriptome data, 
indicating that the results of the transcriptome data 
were reliable. It can be preliminarily concluded that the 
above three genes are the core regulatory genes of carbon 
metabolism of Masson Pine seedlings in response to high 
temperature and drought.
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Discussion
Effects of high temperature and drought 
on photosynthetic carbon metabolism of plants
As one of the most crucial physiological processes in the 
plant kingdom, photosynthesis is primarily influenced 
by stomatal conductance, mesophyll conductance, and 
enzymatic biochemistry [19]. Plants perceive drought 
through their roots, and when it surpasses a certain 
threshold, leaf stomata close to minimize water loss [20, 
21]. The intensification of high-temperature weather will 
further elevate the Vapor Pressure Deficit (VPD) in the 
atmosphere, subsequently reducing stomatal conduct-
ance and exacerbating drought conditions. Research has 
revealed that drought initially hampers plant growth fol-
lowed by a decline in photosynthesis; meanwhile, respira-
tion may decrease due to restricted growth metabolism 
or substrate limitations [22]. Transpiration serves as an 
essential mechanism for plants to mitigate heat-induced 
damage [23]. It has been observed that with increasing 
temperature, there is a transition from stomatal open-
ing to closure [24]. Besides temperature regulation, the 
influence of vapor pressure deficit (VPD) is equally cru-
cial, and stomatal transport determines the diffusion 
capacity of carbon dioxide [25]. Stomatal conductance 
has emerged as a key limiting factor for plant photosyn-
thesis. Moreover, high temperatures and drought also 
impact the activity of ribulose-1, 5-diphosphate car-
boxylase/oxygenase (Rubisco), which serves as a light- 
and carbon-fixing enzyme [26]. The effect of drought 
on Rubisco remains controversial due to variations in 
intensity and duration [27–29], while high temperatures 
primarily weaken the activity of Rubisco’s catalytic com-
panion, Rubisco activating enzyme [30, 31]. This experi-
ment aligns with previous studies by demonstrating that 
under similar temperatures, both the photosynthetic rate 
and transpiration rate of Masson Pine seedlings gradually 
decrease with increasing levels of drought. 1. In particu-
lar, the impact of high temperature and drought stress 
on the photosynthetic rate of Masson Pine seedlings 
was more pronounced compared to either drought or 
high-temperature stress alone. During the initial stages 
of high-temperature treatment and under mild to mod-
erate drought conditions, there was a certain degree of 
increase in transpiration rate; however, as stress intensi-
fied, a significant decrease in final transpiration rate was 
observed. This phenomenon is likely attributed to the 
presence of abundant substrates in Masson Pine leaves 
during the early stages of stress. Additionally, it is pos-
sible that increasing temperatures may lead to an upreg-
ulation in photosynthetic enzyme activity. Therefore, 
determining whether the substantial decline in photosyn-
thetic and transpiration rates among Masson Pine seed-
lings is primarily caused by reduced light availability and 

related enzyme activities or by decreased stomatal con-
ductance influenced by hormones will be one crucial area 
for future research.

Effects of high temperature and drought on plant carbon 
catabolism
Glucose metabolism not only provides energy and carbon 
skeletons for plant development, but also serves as sign-
aling molecules and metabolites to regulate responses 
to abiotic stresses [32]. Studies have revealed that plants 
exposed to high temperatures and drought stress gener-
ate a substantial amount of reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
and free radicals, resulting in oxidative damage to DNA, 
proteins, and lipids [33]. In severe cases, this leads to pro-
grammed cell death in plants [34]. Glucose metabolism 
plays a crucial role in preventing programmed cell death 
by eliminating reactive oxygen species from plants [35]. 
Simultaneously, the energy produced through glucose 
metabolism promotes the pentose phosphate pathway, 
generating antioxidant substances that further eliminate 
reactive oxygen species to safeguard plant cells [36]. This 
conclusion has been substantiated by studies conducted 
on Soybeans [36], Arabidopsis [37], and Potato [38].

In addition, high concentrations of certain mono-
saccharides such as fructan can serve as active oxygen 
scavengers [39], suggesting that sugar metabolism may 
protect plant cells from reactive oxygen species during 
periods of high temperature and drought stress. It has 
also been discovered that promoting the biosynthesis of 
heat shock proteins is another way to mitigate damage 
caused by high temperatures and drought on plants [40]. 
In this study, transcriptome and metabolome analyses 
were conducted on Masson pine seedlings subjected to 
high temperature and drought stress, revealing sucrose 
and starch metabolism pathways as core metabolic path-
ways in response to these conditions. This finding is 
consistent with previous studies on glucose metabolism 
under similar stresses. Further analysis revealed treha-
lose’s central role in sugar metabolism for Masson pine, 
with no precursor substances such as sucrose or starch 
detected. This may be due to the severe drought condi-
tions used in this study where cells had almost com-
pletely lost water; trehalose acts as an osmoprotector 
protecting proteins and cell membranes while allowing 
for full recovery after rehydration [17, 18]. Whether tre-
halose or precursor substances like sucrose or starch are 
more important under mild or light drought requires fur-
ther research.

Effects of high temperature and drought on trehalose 
metabolism in plants.

Trehalose, as a non-reductive disaccharide, is widely 
present in living organisms. It not only provides energy 
for plants but also serves as a protective agent for 
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membrane proteins [41]. Because of the very stable 
nature of trehalose, it plays an important role in pro-
tecting the stability of plant membrane proteins under 
stress such as high temperature and drought [42]. There-
fore, although the content of trehalose is low, it plays an 
irreplaceable protective role. Studies have found that to 
enhance the ability to resist drought stress, Selaginella 
accumulates a large amount of trehalose in its body [43, 
44]. Under heat shock and cold treatment, the treha-
lose content of Arabidopsis increased by 1 and 8 times, 
respectively [45]. Under drought stress, it was found that 
trehalose played a major role in resisting drought stress, 
rather than starch and sucrose and other prerequisite 
substances [46].

This study also revealed that trehalose, rather than 
starch and sucrose, was identified as the key substance 
in Masson pine seedlings for withstanding high tempera-
ture and drought stress. Further investigation is required 
to determine whether the prolonged duration of severe 
drought stress contributes to this finding. Moreover, 
exogenous addition of trehalose not only enhances plant 
resistance but also improves photosynthesis and activates 
oxygen scavenging enzymes. Previous studies have dem-
onstrated that exogenous trehalose primarily enhances 
plant stress resistance by increasing maximum photosyn-
thetic efficiency and electron transfer rate of PSII [47]. 
Additionally, circulating electron flow and plastoquinone 
pool can alleviate photoinhibition [48]. Similarly, further 
research and verification are needed to ascertain whether 
exogenous trehalose can enhance the ability of Mas-
son pine seedlings to withstand high temperatures and 
drought.

In the trehalose metabolic pathway, TPS and TPP play 
a crucial regulatory role (Fig.  10). The verification of 
TPS and TPP gene overexpression in various plant spe-
cies has significantly enhanced their drought resistance. 
For instance, the transfer of cassava’s MeTPS1 gene into 
tobacco resulted in transgenic tobacco plants accumu-
lating substantial amounts of trehalose, thereby greatly 
improving their drought tolerance [46]. Transgenic rice 
plants with OsTPS1 [49] and OsTPP3 [50] genes exhib-
ited increased resistance to drought conditions and 
higher trehalose content [49]. Overexpression of AtT-
PPB, AtTPPF, activation of AtTPPF transcription [51], 
AtTPPI [52], as well as overexpression of wheat TaTPP7 

gene [53], substantially improved drought resistance in 
Arabidopsis Thaliana by reducing stomatal pore size and 
enhancing root configuration for improved water use effi-
ciency. This study also revealed that TPS and TPP genes 
maintained high expression levels during stress treatment 
through joint transcriptome and metabolome analysis, 
consistent with previous research findings. It is specu-
lated that the upregulation of TPS and TPP-related genes 
may be responsible for responding to combined stresses 
from high temperature and drought in Masson Pine 
seedlings. The increased enzyme activities of TPS and 
TPP further promoted trehalose accumulation; however, 
further research is needed to determine if these enzyme 
activities are indeed increased. Additionally, investigating 
whether trehalose accumulation caused by interaction 
between drought stress and high temperatures affects 
stomatal changes or alterations in root structure will be a 
key focus for future studies.

Conclusions
In this study, the response mechanism of Masson pine 
seedlings to stress was studied for the first time by cross-
stress of high temperature and drought. The results 
showed that, compared with the single stress of high 
temperature or drought, the effects of high temperature 
and drought on photosynthetic rate, transpiration rate, 
transcriptome and metabolome were more significant. 
The analysis of transcriptome data revealed that the car-
bon metabolism pathway of Masson Pine seedlings was 
affected by both high temperature and drought stress. 
The metabolome analysis revealed that only trehalose 
and Galactose 1-phosphate were specifically associated 
with the starch and sucrose metabolic pathways. Among 
these comparison groups, only trehalose exhibited sig-
nificant upregulation. Trehalose along with PmTPS1, 
PmTPS5, and PmTPPD genes played crucial roles as 
metabolites and key regulators within the starch and 
sucrose metabolism.

Material and methods
Plant materials and growth conditions
The experiment was conducted in the nursery base 
of Guizhou University. The plant pot has a diameter 
of 300 nm, a lower diameter of 200 nm and a height of 
250 nm. The soil was rhizosphere loess under the Masson 

Fig. 10 Synthesis pathway of trehalose in plants
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pine forest, and the same weight of soil was placed in 
each pot. Before the experiment, the seedlings of Mas-
son pine were maintained normally for 3 months. Finally, 
200 seedlings with the same growth trend were selected 
for the hierarchical high temperature and drought 
experiment.

High temperature and drought treatment
The split zone test method was employed in this study, 
with the main zone temperature divided into three 
zones: 25/25℃, 30/25℃, and 35/25℃. The time was set to 
16h/8h for day and night, respectively. The daytime tem-
perature and duration of the three primary zones are set 
at 25℃, 30℃, and 35℃ respectively, spanning from 6:00 
to 22:00; whereas the evening temperature remains con-
stant at 25℃ during the period from 22:00 to 6:00. Four 
groups of water stress were set in each main zone, as fol-
lows: based on the relative water content of the soil, three 
drought gradients were set at 30%-35% field capacity (FC) 
(severe drought, SD), 40%-45% FC (moderate drought, 
MD), 55%-60% FC (mild drought, LD), respectively. and 
75%-80% FC (control, CK). Repeat 10 POTS per treat-
ment and plant 1 plant per pot. The relative water con-
tent of the soil was maintained by the weighing method. 
Samples were taken at 10-day intervals. Irradiance is 
400–450 µmolm−2  s−1 PAR. The relative humidity is 40%-
50% in light and 70%-80% in darkness. The specific sam-
pling time is shown in Table 3.

Photosynthesis and stomatal conductance measurements
Leaf photosynthetic rate and stomata conductance were 
measured using a portable open gas exchange system 
(Li-6400XT, Li-Cor, Lincoln, NE, USA) equipped with 
the red and blue light source (6400-2B) from 9:00 am to 
11:00 am. Needle photosynthetic rate under saturating 
light (Asat, µmol  m−2   s−1), stomatal conductance (Gs, 
mol  m−2   s−1), and transpiration rate (E, mmol  m−2   s−1) 
were measured under the following conditions: photo-
synthetically active radiation of 1200 µmol  m−2  s−1,  [CO2] 
of 400 µmol  mol−1, and flow rate of 500 mmol  s−1. Each 

group underwent five measurements, and the three most 
consistent data points were chosen for further analysis.

The determination and analysis of the transcriptome 
of Masson pine
The preparation of transcriptome samples
For each treatment, control and severe drought treat-
ment were selected for 30 days for transcriptome deter-
mination. The transcriptome sampling method was 
conducted as follows: The upper portion of the leaves 
from all treated Masson pine seedlings were collected. 
The six plants exhibiting similar growth were carefully 
selected for each treatment and assigned numbers 1 to 
6. Plant 1 and 2, plant 3 and 4, as well as plant 5 and 6 
were combined, thoroughly mixed, promptly frozen in 
liquid nitrogen, and subsequently ground into a fine pow-
der.This process resulted in three samples for each treat-
ment. Considering there were six treatments with three 
replicates per treatment, a total of eighteen samples were 
obtained. The corresponding numbers are 25 ℃ CK and 
severe drought (T25CK vs T25Z), respectively. 30 ℃ CK 
and severe drought (T30CK vs T30Z) and 35 ℃ CK and 
severe drought (T35CK vs T35Z). RNA was extracted by 
the extraction kit DP441 (TIANGEN BIOTECH (BEI-
JING)CO., LTD.) and then reverse-transcribed (Thermo 
Scientific NanoDrop 2000). Qualified samples were sent 
to Suzhou Panomick Biopharmaceutical Technology Co., 
Ltd for sequencing. The result is high-quality clean data.

The experimental procedure specific to RNASeq
The mRNA containing a polyA structure in the total 
RNA sample was selectively enriched using Oligo(dT) 
magnetic beads, followed by fragmentation of the RNA 
into approximately 300 bp fragments through ion inter-
ruption. The first cDNA strand was synthesized using 
RNA as a template, employing 6-base random prim-
ers and reverse transcriptase. Subsequently, the second 
cDNA strand was synthesized utilizing the first cDNA 
strand as a template to accomplish library construction. 
After the completion of library construction, PCR ampli-
fication was employed to enrich the library fragments, 
followed by library selection based on fragment size, 
resulting in a final library size of 450 bp. The library was 
subsequently subjected to inspection using the Agilent 
2100 Bioanalyzer, wherein the total concentration and 
effective concentration of the library were determined. 
The libraries containing different Index sequences are 
mixed proportionally based on the effective concen-
tration of the library and the required amount of data, 
allowing each sample to be distinguished according to 
its respective Index. The hybrid library was uniformly 
diluted to a concentration of 2 nM, and the single strand 

Table 3 Sampling time for high temperature and drought 
treatment

a is the sampling point, CK: 75%-80% FC (field capacity), LD: 55%-60% FC, MD: 
40%-45% FC, SD: 30%-35% FC.

Temperature 25℃/30℃/35℃

Stress gradient CK LD MD SD

Time gradient

10d a a a a

20d a a a a

30d a a a a
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library was generated through alkali denaturation. After 
performing RNA extraction, purification, and library 
construction procedures, the libraries were subjected 
to Paired-end (PE) sequencing using Next-Generation 
Sequencing (NGS) technology based on the Illumina 
HiSeq sequencing platform.

The whole genome of Masson pine has not yet been 
sequenced; therefore, reference transcriptome sequenc-
ing was employed in this experiment to ensure the accu-
racy of the sequencing results. The chosen reference 
species was Pinus taeda L., which is closely related to 
Masson pine. Detailed information regarding the reference 
genome can be found in Table 4.

The process of reference transcriptome analysis follows 
a specific protocol
The initial step involves filtering the raw data, followed 
by a comparison of the filtered clean data with the refer-
ence genome of the species. The expression levels of each 
gene were calculated based on the comparison results, 
and subsequent analyses including expression difference 
analysis, enrichment analysis, and cluster analysis were 
conducted for the samples. The transcription sequence 
was reconstructed through the process of splicing the 
aforementioned reads.

Refined data compilation, screening, and quality 
evaluation
After the samples are sequenced on the computer, image 
files are obtained and subsequently processed using the 
built-in software of the sequencing platform to generate 
FASTQ Raw Data. The Raw Data for each sample was 
individually tallied, encompassing the sample name, Q30 
score, percentage of ambiguous bases, as well as Q20 
(%) and Q30 (%). The presence of low-quality reads with 
junctions in the sequencing data necessitated further fil-
tration to mitigate their significant interference on sub-
sequent information analysis. The quality of a specific 
location was assessed by utilizing the single base mass 
distribution map derived from the sequencing data. The 
base content distribution is utilized for the detection 
of AT and GC separation, while the average mass dis-
tribution of reads is primarily employed to identify the 
sequencing data’s average mass distribution.

The process of comparing and analyzing with a reference 
genome
The reference genome index was established using 
Bowtie2, followed by alignment of the filtered reads to 
the reference genome using Tophat2. The default set-
tings for Reads and reference genome sequence Mis-
match during TopHat comparison ensure a successful 
mapping, with a maximum allowable difference of two.

The analysis of expressions
The HTSeq tool was utilized to perform a statistical 
comparison of the Read Count value for each gene, rep-
resenting the gene’s original expression. The reads count 
exhibited a positive correlation with the true gene expres-
sion level, gene length, and sequencing depth. In order 
to ensure comparability of gene expression levels across 
different genes and samples, FPKM was employed for 
normalization of expression levels. FPKM represents the 
number of gene fragments per thousand base length per 
million fragments. For paired-end sequencing, two reads 
are generated from each fragment. FPKM exclusively 
considers the count of fragments derived from two reads 
that can be compared against the same transcript. The 
prevailing consensus among reference transcriptomes 
is that genes with FPKM > 1 are generally considered to 
be expressed. The FPKM density distribution allows for 
the comprehensive investigation of gene expression pat-
terns across the entire sample. Typically, a majority of 
genes exhibit moderate expression levels, while only 
a small fraction display either low or high expression. 
The RSeQC tool was utilized to analyze the expression 
saturation, specifically at sampling ratios of 5%, 10%, 
15%…100% in relation to the sequencing results. The 
gene expression levels were separately calculated for each 
gene with a total of 20 measurements, corresponding to 
different sampling ratios. These values were then com-
pared against the actual expression level (assuming it was 
obtained under complete sampling) in order to deter-
mine the relative error. The primary objective of satura-
tion analysis is to evaluate whether the available data is 
sufficient for accurate calculation of gene expression. The 
Principal Components Analysis (PCA) technique reduces 
the dimensionality of high-dimensional data to two or 
three dimensions using linear transformations, while 
preserving the most significant contributions from each 
variable, thereby simplifying data complexity. In cases 
where multiple samples are available, PCA is performed 
on each sample based on their expression levels using 
the DESeq software package in R language. This analysis 
enables grouping of similar samples together, with closer 
distances indicating higher similarity between samples.

Screening and Enrichment Analysis of differentially 
expressed genes.

Table 4 Reference genome information

Genome Pita.2_01.fa

Genebuild by https:// treeg enesdb. 
org/ FTP/ Genom es/ Pita/ 
v2. 01/

Base Pairs 22,104,357,184

https://treegenesdb.org/FTP/Genomes/Pita/v2.01/
https://treegenesdb.org/FTP/Genomes/Pita/v2.01/
https://treegenesdb.org/FTP/Genomes/Pita/v2.01/
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The DESeq software was utilized to analyze the dif-
ferential gene expression between T25CK and T25Z, 
T30CK and T30Z, as well as T35CK and T35Z within 
each group. The criteria for identifying differentially 
expressed genes were set as follows: |  log2FC |> 1 & 
padj < 0.1. The KEGG enrichment results of differentially 
expressed genes were evaluated based on the Rich fac-
tor, FDR value, and the number of genes enriched in each 
pathway[54]. The enriched carbon metabolic pathways 
should be selected for visualization, followed by the iden-
tification of core metabolic pathways and genes that are 
enriched in relation to carbon metabolism.

qRT‑PCR analysis
The primers used in this study were shown in Table  5, 
among which UBC was used as the internal reference 
primers. The primers were synthesized by Beijing Qingke 
Biotechnology Co., LTD. Quantitative real-time PCR was 
amplified by PCR with ABI 7300 fluorescence quantita-
tive PCR instrument (USA), and each test was repeated 
3 times. The reaction system is based on ChamQ SYBR 
Color qPCR Master Mix (2X) (Nanjing Novozan Biotech-
nology Co., Ltd.). The data are calculated by the  2−ΔΔCt 
method [55].

The determination and analysis of the metabolome 
of masson pine
The preparation of metabolome samples
For each treatment, control and severe drought treatment 
were selected for 30 days for metabolome determination. 
The metabolome sampling method was conducted as 
follows: The upper portion of the leaves from all treated 
Masson pine seedlings were collected. The plants were 
sequentially labeled from 1 to 10 for each treatment. 
Plant 1 and 2, plant 3 and 4, plant 5 and 6, plant 7 and 
8, plant 9 and 10 as well as plant 1–10 were combined, 
thoroughly mixed, promptly frozen in liquid nitrogen, 
and subsequently ground into a fine powder. This process 
resulted in six samples for each treatment. Considering 
there were six treatments with six replicates per treat-
ment, a total of 36 samples were obtained. Subsequently, 
these samples were shipped to Suzhou Panomick Biop-
harmaceutical Technology Co., Ltd for metabolome while 

being protected by dry ice. The corresponding numbers 
were the same as the transcriptome.

The determination and analysis of the metabolome.
An appropriate amount of samples were added into the 

centrifuge tube with methanol in advance, and after suf-
ficient extraction, grinding and centrifugation, LC–MS 
detection was performed through a 0.22 μm filter mem-
brane. LC uses the Vanquish UHPLC System (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific, USA). Chromatography was carried 
out with an ACQUITY UPLC ® HSS T3 (150 × 2.1 mm, 
1.8  µm) (Waters, Milford, MA, USA). Two scanning 
modes, positive ion and negative ion, were used to collect 
MS signals. Data analysis software Progenesis QI (Waters 
Corporation, Milford, USA).

The MSConvert tool within the Proteowizard package  
(v3.0.8789) facilitates the conversion of the original 
mass spectrometry file into the mzXML file format. The 
RXCMS software package was utilized for peak detection, 
peak filtering, and peak alignment processing in order to 
obtain the substance quantification list. The parameters 
were set as follows: bw = 2, ppm = 15, peakwidth = c(5, 30),  
mzwid = 0.015, mzdiff = 0.01, method = ’centWave’. The 
following public databases were utilized for substance 
identification: HMDB, massbank, LipidMaps, mzcloud, 
KEGG, and a self-built material bank. The parameters 
were set at ppm < 30  ppm. The LOESS signal correction 
method, based on QC sample, achieves data correction 
and eliminates system errors. It filters out RSD > in QC 
samples during data quality control, accounting for 30% 
of the total.

The R software package Ropls was utilized for conduct-
ing principal component analysis (PCA), partial least 
squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA), and orthogonal 
partial least squares discriminant analysis (OPLS-DA) to 
reduce the dimensionality of the sample data. The data 
were normalized, and individual plots for score, load, and 
Splot were generated to visually represent the variations 
in metabolite composition among samples. The model’s 
overfitting test was conducted using the permutation 
test method. The interpretation rates of the built model 
to the X and Y matrix are represented by R2X and R2Y 
respectively, while Q2 indicates the predictive ability of 
the model. The closer their values are to 1, the higher 
the degree of fit of the model, indicating a more accu-
rate division of samples in the training set according to 
their original attributes. The P value was calculated using 
a statistical test, while the projected importance of vari-
ables (VIP) was determined through OPLS-DA dimen-
sionality reduction method. Additionally, the difference 
multiple between groups was computed via fold change 
(FC). The influence strength and interpretation ability of 
each metabolite component content on sample classifi-
cation and discrimination were evaluated to assist in the 

Table 5 Primer sequences for real time PCR

Gene name Forward primer (5’‑3’) Reverse primer (5’‑3’)

PmTPS1 AGA AGG AGG CTT TGT TTG 
GTG 

GAA GCA ATT CCG AGG AGT 
GTG 

PmTPS5 CCC TCG TCT CCC TTA CTC TT TCA ACA AAA CAC CAA GTC CA

PmTPPD CCC TTG CTT TCA TTT TCA TT GGC TAA CAC GAT TCT CAA CA

UBC GAT TTA TTT CAT TGG CAG GC AGG ATC ATC AGG ATT TGG GT
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screening of metabolites. The metabolite molecules were 
deemed statistically significant when the P value was 
less than 0.05 and the VIP score exceeded 1. The over-
lapping metabolites among the three treatments were 
analyzed using a Venn diagram. The MetaboAnalyst soft-
ware package was utilized to perform functional pathway 
enrichment and topological analysis of the metabolites 
co-enriched among the three treatment groups. Subse-
quently, KEGG Mapper visualization tool was employed 
to scan enriched pathways for differential metabolites 
and pathway maps.

Based on the key metabolic pathways identified from 
the early transcriptome analysis and their corresponding 
metabolomic profiles, a heat map of the trehalose meta-
bolic pathway was constructed to visualize the enrich-
ment of genes and metabolites within this pathway. 
This approach aims to elucidate the correlation between 
metabolites and differentially expressed genes, ultimately 
leading to the identification of core regulatory genes and 
metabolites.

Statistical analysis
All assays were repeated at least 3 times, and the data 
were expressed as mean ± SD. Statistical differences were 
measured using Duncan’s test at the p = 0.05 level. Data 
processing was conducted with Microsoft Excel 2010. 
Line and column charts were drawn by Origin 2021. The 
Venn diagram and KEGG enrichment analysis diagram 
were performed using the Metware Cloud, a free online 
platform for data analysis (https:// cloud. metwa re. cn). 
The heat map is generated using TBtools 1.098 software.
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